
The Best Pet Doors by Design 
Security Boss Manufacturing LLC was started in response to a void in the pet door 
market. There has always been a large selection of lower end, utility pet doors and very 
few higher end or high performance models. The few models that positioned themselves 
as better performing doors were simply priced higher, but not necessarily 'higher 
performance models'. It was into this void that the designers at Security Boss began to 
formulate the MaxSeal lines of doors. These models use the highest gauge of materials to 
make a unit that will not only provide a superior barrier to the outdoors, but provide 
optimal security.  

Why Security Boss Makes the Very Best Pet Doors 

Best Sealing Pet Door 

The MaxSeal utilizes superior strength alnico magnets strategically positioned at critical 
points along the perimeter of each flap to maintain positive closer while allowing ease of 
use by any pet. A specially selected brush pile material was selected to line the perimeter 
of the flap in-between the magnets. This weather stripping forms and fills next to the flap 
edge so that there are no drafts or air leakage.  

Best Insulating Design 

The dual flap MaxSeal models emulate the very best in insulating design among pet door 
styles. The reason for this is due to the air space created by two individual flaps. The 
insulating effect is much greater than any insulated rigid flap regardless of the design or 
filler material; due to the transfer of cold through a solid material. This insulating effect 
is even greater in the wall models because the distance between the flaps is greater than 
in door models.  

Unequaled Security 

The MaxSeal model pet doors feature a unique slide in locking security panel. This panel 
utilizes several key materials to form a rigid, impact resistant, insulating barrier to the 
outside. This composite design allows for extreme temperatures outside while harnessing 
the warmth and comfort indoors. The superior insulating design also allows for 
unequaled strength. These carefully selected layers when together offer incredible impact 
resistance. Unlike most pet door locking covers that can be kicked in or easily broken, 
the MaxSeal Security Panel can withstand aggressiveness like no other. Finally, when 
you slide in our security panel, you get a similar feeling as if you were closing a heavy 
car door. ; The fit and permanence of the panel portrays a sense of permanence found in 
no other pet door product.  
 



Our Doors are Made in the USA 

American Ingenuity, Pride & Quality. We take great care and pride in what we do. The 
Security Boss family focuses each day on doing one thing at it's very best...making the 
best pet doors for residential and commercial customers.  

We wanted to create a security locking panel for our pet door that we 
would feel comfortable going on vacation....and not worrying about who 

is entering our homes.  
We feel that we accomplished this goal...and then some. 

 

Philosophy of Quality  
We attempt to design and manufacture all of our doors with the highest goals of quality. 

This desire is also reflected in our support of our products. Our pledge is that if any 
Security Boss Pet Door customer has a problem or needs assistance with their product, 

we will make every attempt to rectify or correct the situation. After all, these are the same 
doors you will find in our homes.  

=============================================================== 
 
 

Why Security Boss? 

We Make the Best Pet Doors by Design 

- We encourage you to compare our products with anyone 
- Profit margins are maintained and protected 
- We focus on providing you with the best pet doors  

24 Hour Support 
Ordering | Instructions | Documentation | Program Details | Product 
Information 

- 24 hour Easy access ordering / fulfillment 
- Discounts are automatically applied to your orders 
- Units are made to order and shipped in nearly all circumstances with 2 business days, 2-
4 for larger orders. 
- Web Site designed to be used as a Point of Sale Tool for your Customers 
- Deeply discounted UPS rates for ground as well as expedited options 
- Quick access to installation instructions, technical specifications, Warranty etc. 
- Accessory Items for product customization or long term maintenance 
- Assigned Program Support Contact  
 
 



 

Zero Inventory - Zero Hassles 

- We fulfill the units you need as you need them 
- No inventory required. No stocking or minimum ordering required. 
- Return uninstalled units for full credit. You never have to absorb the cost of items you 
do not sell or install. 

Showroom & Display Models* 

- 50% off dealer pricing for display models 
- Limit of one display per model per 12 months at discounted pricing 
- MaxSeal Door Model 
- MaxSeal Wall Model 
- MaxSeal In-the-Glass Model 

Increase your Business Potential 

- Adds value and profit to the services you already provide 
- Increases gross sales 
- Increase customer traffic 
- Year round market sales 
- Assimilates easily into existing product offering 
- Easily diversifies your income potential 
- Minimal to zero capital investment required 

Grow your Business without the Limitations of a Franchise 

- No back end fees 
- No installation revenue sharing (Some manufacturers require a sharing of your 
installation charges**). 
- We are only interested in providing you the best pet door to augment your business 
- No installation fee garnishment 
 
*Display models are for showroom and for customer presentations. We recommend using 
a dual flap version for exhibiting purposes as these models are far more popular than 
single flap versions. 
 
**Security Boss Manufacturing LLC warrants its pet doors only. The installation of our 
products would not be covered by Security Boss Manufacturing LLC. To see our 
complete warranty coverage please see the Security Boss MaxSeal Warranty. 
 
=============================================================== 
 
 

http://www.petdoorpros.com/moorepet/PDF/securityboss/maxseal-warranty.pdf


 
 

 Security Boss Manufacturing LLC®  
Security Boss Pet Doors®  

Limited Lifetime Warranty  

 

Includes the following models:  
MaxSeal® Wall Models  
MaxSeal® Door Models  
MaxSeal® French Pet Door Models  
MaxSeal® Custom Made Door and Wall Models  
Security Boss® Pet Screen Doors  

The Security Boss Manufacturing LLC® Limited Lifetime Warranty guarantees to the 
original consumer / purchaser of our MaxSeal Pet Doors® and/or Security Boss Pet Screen 

Doors a limited lifetime warranty that covers the interior and exterior frame assemblies, 
security panels and tunnels of the MaxSeal Pet Door® models and the overall frame 

assembly of the Pet Screen Doors to be free of defects in material and workmanship under 
normal use and service for the life of this product under the ownership of the original 

purchaser. This warranty is not transferable.  

Limitation of Liability  
Flaps on MaxSeal pet doors are covered separately under a limited warranty of 6 years. This 

warranty covers the replacement cost of a flap and does not cover shipping expenses.  
Year 1 - 100% of retail cost  
Year 2 - 60% of retail cost  
Year 3 - 50% of retail cost  
Year 4 - 40% of retail cost  
Year 5 - 30% of retail cost  
Year 6 - 20% of retail cost  



Component pieces of the MaxSeal and Pet Screen Door are designed to be maintainable and 
replaceable when needed through normal use and service.  

Defective products or part may be sent, freight prepaid, to Security Boss Manufacturing 
LLC® for replacement or repair under this warranty. Proof of purchase date must accompany 

any returned item. Manufacturer's liability on any claim shall not exceed the cost of the 
product or component piece replacement cost. Security Boss Manufacturing LLC® does not 

cover or pay for the loss of time, inconvenience, loss of use of your product, or any incidental 
or consequential damages.  

Damage caused by accident, improper installation or abuse, including damage caused by 
pets, is specifically excluded from this warranty.  

Notes: The Protective Rain Guard is a free item included with every MaxSeal Pet Door® 
(Wall & Door models only). Rain guards are not covered under the manufacturer's warranty, 
but are replaceable.  
This warranty replaces any and all previous warranties, either written, oral, or implied, and is 
the only warranty made by this company.  
For questions regarding our warranty or please contact  
Security Boss Manufacturing LLC® at 608-781-3928  
rev. 12-05-2011 
 
================================================================== 
 

MaxSeal Pet Door Features 

Superior Warranty 

Limited Lifetime warranty  

Flaps: 

-Low temperature PVC that are self extinguishing when exposed to flame 
-UV Protected, prevents discoloration, brittleness and cracking 
-Embedded nylon reinforcement for added flap strength 
-Treated to prevent shrinking in extreme cold environments 
-Stainless Steel Strikes riveted to flap that meet with the Alnico magnets in the pet door 
frame 
-Easily are maintainable and replaced when needed by easy access thumbscrews 

Magnets: 

-1 1/2 inch Steel Alnico Magnets align with steel strikes that are riveted to the flap to 
maintain positive closure 
-Multiple magnets located along bottom and sides of flap 
-Staggered placement in dual flap models create superior barrier from elements 
Optional High Wind Neo Magnets are available for extremely windy conditions 



Pile Brush Weather Stripping 

-Dense brush lines each flap perimeter to maintain a draft proof seal 
-Replaceable, maintainable for the indefinite life of your door 

Framing 

-Features the strongest frame in the pet door industry 
-6063 extruded aluminum, .070 - .090 thick 
-10 Powder coated color finish options 

Security Locking Panel 

-1/2 inch Insulated composite security panel 
-Composite design allows for optimal strength and impact resistance 
-Compression rivets provide for panel integrity and augment the proper closing action 
when locking into place 
-Choice of load direction; top, left or right 
 
=============================================================== 
 

MaxSeal Frequently Asked Questions 
How do I choose the right size door for my pet? 

Please feel free to use the Selector below as a guide for the more common breeds. 
Remember that you want to select a pet door that will clear the tallest pet's shoulders by 
1.5-2"...and have a low enough step over rise to allow for easy navigation given the pets 

breed, age and mobility now and in the future. 

Do I need a Single Or Dual Flap Model? 

Most customers select the dual flap model if the pet door leads directly to the outside or 
to an unheated garage. The dual flap version will provide superior insulation, while the 
single flap is used for very temperate climates, going from one room to another within the 
house or if from porches and lanais to the outside. Remember, a pet door is an open 
access to the outdoors, you may be rest easier with the seal and barrier of a dual flap 
model.  

What is the Rain Guard? 

We include at no charge a Rain Guard to protect your pet door from direct rain exposure. 
This can be usefully if your home does not have an overhang at the location that the pet 



door is installed. The MaxSeal does seal better than other pet doors but exercising some 
additional caution is always advantageous. The Rain Guard is not manufactured by 
Security Boss and is not a warrantee item, but is replaceable if needed.  

Do Smaller pets, like cats, have any problems using larger pet door 
sizes? 

We have numerous customers who have multiple pets. Even the largest, Behemoth, size 
can be used by the household cat. You will notice that while dogs go head first through 
the pet door flaps, cats will use their paws to gently push the corner of the flap. 
 
Why the MaxSeal is the "Best Pet Door by Design"  
 
     There are several dual flap and insulated flap doors on the market.  Most of these are 
lower quality economy doors that work well for utility purposes.  There a a few that due 
to their higher cost, suggest a higher quality as well.  Security Boss sees no virtue in 
equating a quality product with a high costing product.  Quite the opposite is true; 
superior quality and performance at a fair price is the standard that Security Boss 
measures their product success.  We don't simply profess that the MaxSeal is a better 
door, we show you why.  We also seek to keep pricing as low as possible, but yet 
maintain the superior components used in production.  So far we have been very 
successful not chasing competitors prices, or trying to be the most expensive.  We also 
are very proud that all Security Boss products are Made in the USA. 
 
How does the MaxSeal perform better than other insulating doors? 
 
     The MaxSeal Dual and Single flap doors utilize a special vinyl flap material.  The 
flaps are made with a low temperature material and weatherized in the production process 
so that under sub zero temperatures, the flaps will not shrink like other vinyl flap doors.  
There is a nylon reinforcement cord that is embedded in the vinyl in order to provide 
added strength and durability to the flexible flap.  Our flaps are then UV treated to give 
you protection in very hot and sunny conditions to prevent yellowing and degradation.  
The MaxSeal flaps remain flexible in all conditions and are the friendliest for pets to use.  
Flexible vinyl flaps are a tested, proven medium that bears the best results compared to 
other newer designed pet doors.   
 
Security Boss also uses a higher grade of weather brush that lines the perimeter of the 
flap to eliminate any air leakage in both hot and cold environments.  The Flaps also have 
stronger, more expensive magnets than other pet doors that ensure a positive sealing flap.  
A larger door will have more magnetic connection points that a smaller door.  Another 
unique characteristic of the MaxSeal is the Insulated Security Panel.  Not only is it the 
strongest locking cover, able to withstand most any violent force, but it is an added 
insulating layer.  When locked off, you will wonder if a pet door is installed in your home 
at all!  All these features are housed in the strongest frame used in the pet door industry. 
 
 



Will the MaxSeal doors keep out bugs, rodents and other animals? 
 
     Most nuisance animals are attracted to food sources or temperature differences.  Most 
customers find that the MaxSeal doors seal so well that they never have problems with 
other animals.  A Pet door becomes an invitation when the door itself is not sealing 
perfectly.  In these instances odors from food and cooler or warmer temperatures lure 
other animals into the house. Electronic doors are recommended usually for customers 
who have problems with animals who have learned already by pushing through a pet 
door.  The activity of pets also keeps away other animals, especially dog activity.  
MaxSeal's higher quality flaps along with the denser weather brush and the stronger 
magnetic contact points seals the pet opening tight, so there is no indication of a pet 
door.  
 
 
How do the MaxSeal doors lock? 
 
All MaxSeals come with an impact resistant,  1/2" thick insulated security panel that 
dead-bolts into place for optimum security.  We have tried to destroy the MaxSeal 
security panel under many conditions; using crow-bars, baseball bats, as well as weight 
stress testing.  These panels hold up as well as the natural wall of your home.  It would be 
less time consuming and less effort to break a window in the home than get through a 
locked MaxSeal. 
 
Note: Other doors incorrectly advertise panels made with "Bullet proof" material.  These 
incorrectly labeled doors utilize GE Lexan or some other polycarbonate plastic material.  
Ge Lexan is a component of bullet proof glass, but only when constructed in very thick 
applications.  Bullet proof products run thousands of dollars for a single sheet of 
material and are not practical for pet doors. 
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